1763-1766

1765: In just seven weeks and at a cost of
£4,225, the old wooden theatre at Sadler’s
Wells has been replaced by a stone
building, much improving the facilities. It
has been built by Thomas Rosoman, who
has announced a wide range of burlettas,
musical interludes and pantomimes for his
first season.

1765: David Garrick’s return to Drury
Lane after a year and half of absence was
a great triumph. His performance in
“Much Ado About Nothing” was
honoured by a visit from King George III.
During his European travels he gave a
number of “recitals” and made further
appearances which have brought him
European-wide fame. He is now said to
be the most famous actor in the world.

1766: James Quin has died at the age of
73. Weighing twenty stones, he was the
greatest Falstaff of the age, and earlier in
his career was a noted Hotspur, Othello
and Lear. Quin was an actor of the old
school, a declaimer in the style of
Betterton - and his kind of acting went out
of fashion with the rise of David Garrick.
He retired in 1751 and went to live in
Bath.
Although he could be vain,
obstinate and quarrelsome, he was noted
for his great generosity to fellow actors
and was much loved in the acting
profession.

Theatres have opened in Colchester and
Glasgow (the Glasgow Theatre opened
despite a fire on dress rehearsal night)
(1764); and in King’s Lynn, Southampton
and Stockton (1766).
The theatres at York and Gloucester have
been rebuilt and enlarged.
Birmingham’s Moor Street Theatre has
been closed and turned into a Methodist
Chapel following religious opposition..

1766 : The Little Theatre in
the Haymarket is now
entitled to call itself a
Theatre Royal and to
present plays quite legally,
on exactly the same basis as
Covent Garden and Drury
Lane.
This has been
achieved despite heavy
opposition from the two
Patent Theatres, and has
come about through the
most bizarre circumstances.
Samuel Foote has been the
manager of the Little
Theatre for the past six
years - thou gh his
association with the
Haymarket goes back
nearly twenty years. He has
been on friendly terms with
Lord Marlborough and the
Duke of York and was a
guest at the Lord’s country seat. During a morning ride a practical joke was played on
Foote: he was given an unmanageable horse to ride. The joke turned sour when Foote was
thrown, seriously injured and had his leg amputated as a result.
The Duke of York was greatly distressed and has arranged the Royal Patent as a way of
making amends to his friend. Technically the Patent allows Foote to present plays only
during the summer months when the Patent Houses are closed.

1766: The city of Bristol has acquired a splendid new theatre to rival the 37 year old
Jacob’s Well Theatre at Clifton. The Jacob’s Well theatre, despite a major renovation a
few years after opening, has become somewhat run down and not the kind of venue to
attract the fashionable society of this thriving trading city. The new theatre is the fourth
one to be built in Bristol. The first opened 60 years ago, and has long since disappeared,
while the second, at St Augustine’s Back, closed down in 1731 and was converted into an
assembly room. The third - Jacob’s Well - remains open but is not expected to survive
long in the face of the competition from its new rival.
The new theatre in King Street has been designed by John Paty, with decorations by
Michael Edkins. John Paty worked closely with a man called Saunders who is a carpenter
at London’s Drury Lane Theatre, and it is said that Saunders drew up many plans of
Drury Lane so that the new Bristol theatre has many features in common with its London
counterpart.
Funds for the theatre have been raised by selling 48 shares at £50, with an extra £1,400
raised by smaller private subscriptions, and a mortgage loan of £1000 - a total cost of
£4,800.
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1763: David Garrick and his wife sailed
for France on September 15th for an
extended holiday. He says he is unlikely
to return to Drury Lane for at least
eighteen months and that his journey has
been long planned and is not connected
with the recent troubles over ticket prices

1763: For as long as anyone can remember there has been an arrangement at London’s
theatres whereby anyone arriving after the end of the third act of a play can get in for halfprice. Since each play is followed by an “after-piece” and some further entertainments, it
is still felt to be worth the money. However, David Garrick decided to put a stop to that
system, and introduced a “full price only” policy - no matter what time the audience
arrived. A Mr Fitzpatrick led a campaign against “greedy managers” and, at a
performance of “Two Gentlemen of Verona”, he incited the audience to riot. The benches
in the pit were smashed, and much of the plasterwork was damaged. He returned the
following night for the performance of “Elvira” and encouraged the audience to protest in
the same way - causing even more damage. After several nights of violence, with the
standby militia being regularly called, Garrick has decided to cancel his instruction and
revert to the old system.

